
Heating systems
Optimal temperatures at a high energy efficiency

in every poultry house



JetMaster is available for operation with
natural gas, propane or fuel oil. It is con-
 trolled by means of a thermostat and is
flame-proof. If, for some reason, the device
does not ignite or the flame is extinguished,
the gas supply is immediately shut down
so that no unburnt gas escapes. 
The built-in fan provides a wide throwing
range and an ideal distribution of warm
air. 

Recirculation fans ensure that the warm
air is evenly distributed throughout the
house, especially in very long buildings.
These fans are installed at a distance of
approximately 20 to 30 m from the JetMaster.
The new BCU (Burner Control Unit for the
GP-series) makes it possible to balance
uneven temperatures inside the house
using the JetMaster’s air circulation mode
by switching it to »ventilate only«. 

The heat generated is 100 % beneficial to
the birds –> no heat loss.

JetMaster NG-L 80

Recirculation fan 6E50

Recirculation fan R20-9

Heating systems – ideal house temperatures enhance performance
Ideal house temperatures have a substantial
influence on bird health and performance.
Therefore adequate heating systems are
required in many climate zones.
The overall goal is to maximise the thermal
yield and transfer it to the birds in the best

possible way to keep energy costs as low
as possible.
Big Dutchman offers several different 
heating systems based on gas, oil or 
warm-water heaters. In addition, we offer
our customers a heat exchanger which

can help to reduce heating costs by up to
60 %. 
Let our experts advise you to find the ideal
heating system for your house!

JetMaster – heaters with 100 % heat output

Type GP 14 GP 40 GP 70 NG-L 80 GP 95 NG-L 100 GP 120
Output kW 14 40 70 80 95 100 120
Gas consumption:
- natural gas m3/h 1.5 3.9 6.8 7.7 9.2 9.7 11.7
- propane gas kg/h 1.1 2.9 5.0 5.7 6.8 7.2 8.6
Gas supply ˝ 1/2 1/2 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

Flow rate m3/h 1200 3900 4500 4100 6500 7500 8000
Air pressure surveillance - microswitch microswitch manometric switch microswitch manometric switch microswitch
Flameguard ionization ionization ionization photocell ionization photocell ionization
Throwing range m 15 40 50 50 40 60 40
Weight kg 13 24 27 49 37 56 45

Connexion values: 230 V, 50 Hz for all models; Inlet pressure: 20 mbar for natural gas and 50 mbar for propane gas

JetMaster GP 70

JetMaster P 100 for operation with fuel oilConnexion values: 230 V, 50 Hz for all models; Photocell flameguard

Type P 40 P 60 P 80 P 100 P 120
Output kW 40 60 80 100 120
Fuel consumption l/h 4 6 8 10 12
Flow rate m3/h 4400 6200 7700 7700 7700
Throwing range m 30 40 50 50 50
Weight kg 48 51 55 55 65



Gas radiator type M8 Gas radiator type SOL 11600Gas radiator type G12

Gas radiators for directed heating

Type M 8 G 12 SOL 11600

Output kW 5 12 11.6
Inlet pressure:
- natural gas mbar 20-50 28 270
- propane gas mbar 20-1400 28 1400
Pilot flame x
Installation height cm 90-150 130-170 130-170
Weight kg 1.5 7 2.6

Connexion values for the gas radiator G 12: 230 V, 50 Hz

RGA heating devices with flue gas exhaust and low energy consumption

Connexion values: 230 V, 50 Hz; gas supply for RGA 100: 3/4“
Photocell flameguard

RGA 95 – oil-powered heating device with chimney for flue gas exhaust

RGA 100 – gas-powered heating device with chimney
for flue gas exhaust

RGA heating devices are powered by fuel
oil or gas. They operate with a closed
com bustion process, which means the
house air remains free of flue gas and 
pollution gas as these are guided towards

the out side via a chimney. The built-in fan
provides a wide throwing range and an
ideal distribution of warm air in the house.
In case of the RGA 100, fresh air for com  -
bustion is drawn in from the outside

through a double-walled chimney, thus
ensuring that the fresh air is already pre-
 heated –> increased efficiency.

Type RGA 60 RGA 95 RGA 100

Output kW 60 95 100
Combustible fuel oil fuel oil natural/propane gas
Flow rate m3/h 5600 7000 7000
Air pressure surveillance - - manometric switch
Throwing range m 35 50 40
Weight kg 82 132 110

Gas radiators are especially well-suited if
it is necessary to supply birds in a restric-
 ted area with intensive heat for a defined
amount of time, such as turkeys, ducks,
broilers or pullets during the rearing
phase.



HeatMaster – hot water convection heater

Implementation of HeatMaster 40 R in a broiler house Implementation of HeatMaster 2 H in a broiler house

Heating control 300 kW and 150 kW

Integrated fan for large throwing range

* At 90 °C flow temperature and 35°C air intake temperature ** At 80 °C flow temperature and 35 °C air intake temperature
Connection values: 3 phase 400 V, 50 Hz

HeatMaster works on a hot water basis.
Hot water is supplied by an oil-fired or
gas-fired boiler. It is an ad vantage to
use the waste heat of a block-type ther-
 mal power station or a biogas plant. The
HeatMaster consists of an iris damper,
fan and distri bution device. Two different
models are available.
The HeatMaster models 40 R, 50 R and
60 R are suspended in a central position
in the house at even intervals based on

their throwing range. They have a dis -
tance of approx. 1 m to the bird area
and can be adjusted by means of a
winch. Air is drawn in from the upper
part of the house and is then guided
through the iris damper, in which the
hot water flows. The fan pushes the
warm air towards the bird area. The 
hexagonal profile of the openings 
ensures an ideal distribution of warm
air. It is also possible to adjust the 

lamellae of the distribution device 
separately.
The HeatMaster models 2 H, 3 H and 4 H
are installed along the sides at the same
height as the fresh air inlets either sus-
 pended or by means of a wall bracket.
Thanks to its large throwing range, the
integrated fan ensures a good distribu-
 tion of warm air inside the house.

Type 40 R 50 R 60 R 2 H 3 H 4 H
Output* kW 53 62 72 30 48 90
Output** kW 43 50 60 22 37 72
Connection pipe thread “ 1 11/4 1¼ ¾ ¾ 1
Flow rate m3/h 7000 9000 9000 3000 5000 7500
Throwing range m 13/side 15/side 15/side 40 44 53
Weight with water kg 135 160 180 51 74 105

In combination with a climate computer,
the powerful 3-way heating control from
Big Dutchman ensures that the required
temperature level is always maintained
in houses with hot water heating 
systems. To supply different house
sizes, the control unit is available with
150, 300 and 600 kW. The temperature
difference between flow and return is
20 K. The control group can be closed
off by means of four ball valves.

Manometer for flow and return

Ball valves after control group

Ball valves before control group

Thermometer for flow and return

Heating pump

3-way mixing valve



Infrared heaters – radiant heat, comparable to solar radiation

Implementation of infrared heaters in a broiler house

Infrared heaters are a gas-powered
heating system giving off radiant heat.
This radiant heat can be compared with
solar radiation as it passes through air
without significant losses. That means
the heat rays become active only where
they hit a surface and are thus converted
into sensible heat. In cooler ambient

temperatures this leads to a very com-
 fortable temperature sensation.
The essential fresh air for combustion is
drawn in from the outside. Flue gas is
removed to the outside by means of a
double-walled chimney so that the
house air remains free of flue gas and
pollution gas.

With infrared heaters energy costs may
be reduced by up to 15 % compared to
direct heating systems.

Earny – heat exchanger with high energy efficiency
Earny is a newly developed heat ex-
 changer from Big Dutchman which can
help to reduce heating costs by up to 
60 % (in the cold weather period).
Earny is a cross-flow heat exchanger.
This means that warm house air and
cold fresh air simultaneously pass
through the exchanger bundles without
mixing. 

Earny – innovative heat exchanger saves heating costs

Type BDHE 25 BDHE 35 BDHE 40T

Output kW 25 35 2x35
Gas supply “ 1/2 1/2 1/2

Length m 10 13/16 25
Weight kg 55 68 136

Connection values: 230 V, 50 Hz; 
Inlet pressure: 20 mbar for natural gas and 50 mbar for propane
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In addition to the strict separation between
used exhaust air and fresh air, the fully-
automated cleaning of the filters by means
of compressed air is another decisive 
advantage. The filter unit ensures that the
exhaust air is cleaned before it enters the
heat exchanger. This prevents obstructions

and thus performance loss during a grow-
out. After moving broilers, ducks or turkeys
out of the house, the filter unit can simply
be taken apart and cleaned by means of a
high-pressure cleaner inside the barn –>
laborious cleaning of the entire heat ex-
 changer is no longer necessary.

The exchanger element consists of alu- 
minium and has a ruffled structure. This
ensures a high heat transfer rate. A special
coating protects the material against 
ammonia and CO2 and thus ensures a 
longer service life. 

Automatic compressed air cleaning of the filter unit

Supply of fresh air and removal of exhaust air Cleaned exhaust air is extracted (bottom)
Preheated fresh air flows into the barn (top)

Innovative control technology makes it
possible to preheat the fresh air based on
outside and house temperature and air
humidity. An additional advantage is that
the preheated fresh air flows into the barn
directly through the side wall so that long
tube systems which quickly become un- 
hygienic are no longer needed.
Earny is not only well suited for new buil-
 dings but can also be retrofitted in old
buildings without problems.

Technical specifications
Flow rate m3/h max. 25 000
Heat recovery rate kW max. 170
Weight kg 3200
L x W x H m 5.75 x 2.30 x 2.40

Filter unit made of cellulose ensures that only cleaned air flows from the house into the exchanger bundle


